Block Party
Nathan Curtis
This might be a barred cryptic, but we're going
to have a block party nonetheless! In several
places throughout the grid, a 2x2 block will get
filled by a single letter, which is used once in
each of the four entries passing through that
block. To make things more challenging, the
clues are presented with the answers in
alphabetical order. Enumerations are given, but
remember that words containing blocks will
take up extra space in the grid, as shown. The
letters in the blocks, taken in order from top to
bottom, will spell another place where you
might find a block party.
Across
Skilled at appropriating Donovan's debut
recording (5)
Endpoints cut off from wildlife expedition in
distant lands (4)
Paragraph describing Indian city (4)
Large vessel made of gold carried by a classroom
aide (5)
Steep elevation is a front (5)
Word of warning cut off at echo chamber? (4)
Place for wine merchant in conversation (6)
An inspiring figure: 151.0 (4)
Sun god wearing retiring god's head covering
(2-3)
All in the Family dropped; #1 spot to be filled with
Glee (6)
Kanye at odds with Drake's latest joint (4)
Now hear this: Lean Cuisine's last two offerings
recalled (6)
Endlessly prepare island leader's sushi (4)
Put the author before a large repast (4)
Characters from Sabrina created something shiny
(5)
500 seconds after overdose, dealers may be
concerned about these (4)
Out there; on the fringes! (5)
Map old suburb of Dallas (5)
Teach a lesson to a group of swimmers (6)
Retrospective of prolific inventor barring negative
viewpoint (4)
Time spinning current president's nickname (5)
Troy set up Sarah Palin's son (4)

Down
Voice conveyed by dial tone (4)
Requested a timetable, in brief (5)
Colony member embracing upper-class relative
(4)
Passenger vehicle overturned, ejecting Ed
Lewis (7)
Elliot and Gardner's source for tapioca (7)
Outlet for precipitation after the beginning of
December (5)
Supply payment on demand, finally (4)
Neglected stronghold stocked with shot (6)
Part of large or giant nation (7)
Record one decision, ignoring all reason (5)
Charlie, stuck in twisted hurdle, stumbled (7)
Waterfowl's grassy expanse next to a road (7)
Interfere with Olympian's prize, reportedly (6)
Canoe traveling to first of Seven Seas (6)
Online player eagerly starts speed run (7)
Delight in the French and English accepting a
shilling under pressure (6)
A way to visualize factorizations of a small 	
  
number (but not Planck's constant) (4)
Star on network premiere for Picky Eater? (5)
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